Is there a Correlation between Excessive Recurrence of Endometriosis and Factor V Deficiency? A Case Report
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Abstract

Endometriosis is a chronic inflammatory disease that highly affects the quality of life of the patient, and its recurrence creates a challenging medical as well as surgical situation. The lack of robust information about the mechanisms of recurrence and its risk factors intrigued the authors to investigate new factors associated with endometriosis. We report a rare case of 39 years-old female patient known to have congenital factor V deficiency, who underwent multiple surgeries for endometriosis during the last five years. She presented with a new episode of recurrent endometriosis. There was any risk factor for recurrence except the factor V deficiency.

Factor V deficiency may be a risk factor for the recurrence of endometriosis. Long term follow up is recommended in such cases in order to decrease the morbidity of the disease. Further studies are needed to investigate the association between factor V deficiency and endometriosis.

Introduction

Endometriosis is a benign inflammatory and recurrent condition where the endometrial lining is present outside the uterine cavity causing several consequences among which are like impaired fertility and pelvic pain [1].

The reported recurrence rate of endometriosis after 2–5 years of surgery, without adjuvant therapy, is between 12% and 50% and the earliest recurrence was 7 months after surgery [2]. Studies showed that hormonal therapy after endometriosis surgery, delays but don’t prevent the recurrence of the disease. Few risk factors for recurrence were reported like: young age at the surgery (less than 32 years old); high revised American Society for Reproductive Medicine (r-ASRM) score, patients with a failed medical treatment for endometriosis, a large endometrial cyst [2-6].

We reported the case of a 39 year old female patient, who is known to have congenital factor V deficiency. Her abdominal examination was soft on physical exam but had a severe left pelvic pain on deep palpation.

A pelvic MRI was requested and showed large left ovarian formation with thick walls and some superimposed calcified nodular foci, containing a heterogeneous fluid. The latter raised primarily the diagnostic hypothesis of endometrioma. Free intra abdominal fluid associated with an infiltration of the mesenteric fat was found as well.

She was anemic (Hb = 8.6 mg/dl) with a high International Normalized Ratio (INR = 4.52). Therefore, she was treated with transfusion of Fresh Frozen Plasma, two blood units and antibiotics...
The patient stayed for four days in hospital where she received supportive treatment. She was discharged on day 4 after her symptoms resolved and was prescribed antibiotics for a total, of 10 days.

She was treated with transfusion of Fresh Frozen Plasma (INR = 4.52), two blood units (Hb = 8.6 mg/dl) and antibiotics. The day of her discharge, the patient clinical presentation improves remarkably.

Results and Discussion

Previous studies have shown that the incidence of recurrence of endometriosis increases gradually with time. In general, it goes from 23% at 3 years to 50% at 5 years then decreases to 0% after that in patients who did not receive hormonal therapy after surgery. For whom who were under treatment after surgery, recurrence occurred after discontinuation of the therapy [3].

However, our patient had excessive recurrence of her endometriosis with two times per year and the last one happened more than 5 years after the first surgery.

Since the causes of recurrence are still unknown, some epidemiological studies have been conducted to identify the risk factors of recurrence of endometriosis like the age at the first surgery which was the only significant one.

According to them, our patient didn’t have any of the risk factors that were reported [4-6]; and the factor V deficiency was the only element that can explain for us the excessive recurrence in that case. Therefore, we might consider the congenital factor V deficiency as risk factor for recurrence of endometriosis in our patient: the high risk of bleeding with factor V deficiency can probably increase the congestion phenomena and the bleeding in patients with endometriosis which can lead to more complications and recurrence [7,8].

Conclusion

In conclusion, it seems important to consider that factor V deficiency may be a high risk factor for recurrence of endometriosis.

In that case, endometriomas should be treated aggressively and long term follow up (more than 5 years) should be done. More studies are needed to investigate the patterns of recurrence of endometriosis and its control especially in patients who have endometriosis associated with factor V deficiency.
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